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 Summary

The S&P500 index is expected to 
make new highs before it reverses.  The
major October options expire this week 
and could lead to fast price moves in 
both directions. Short-term strategy: 
buy on dips. 

Oil has the rollover to the next contract 
this week, and the October options 
expire. The key element early this week
is price behavior near the major support
around  $49.50-$50.50. We expect the 
price to  retest major support lines first 
before it makes any strong directional 
move. 

GOLD could have a small pullback 
early in the week. But the $1285 level 
is a key support. As long as the price 
stays above it, odds favor the buying 
side. A break above the $1310 level 
could trigger a short squeeze and push 
the price higher.
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SP500 index (ES mini, and SPY)
Long term: trend:  up; sentiment: bullish; trade strategy: buy
Intermediate term: trend: up; sentiment: bullish: trade strategy: buy.

Long term:
The uptrend from the year 2009 low doesn't seem to be ending soon. We have hit expected 
targets for both the yearly range breakout (2485 on the index) and Elliott Wave impulse wave 5
(2516.08 for the index and 2548.50 for the ES) with only minor pullbacks. There is clearly a 
difference between the textbook measurement and actual price moves.  Based on the actual 
price movement, it seems we are still in big impulse wave 5, which has not completed yet.  The
index could extend the range up to 2645 by slowly grinding up with low volume and low 
volatility. But the long-term uptrend gets steeper and steeper.  The market gets overbought, and
the risk is increasing.  

Intermediate term:
The SP500 (ES) is in sub-wave 3 of big impulse wave 5.  The price seems near the top of the 
sub-wave. The next movement, sub-wave 4, will likely be similar to the Sept-Oct move of last 
year. 2400 is major intermediate-term support, and we expect this level will hold up if there is 
a decent pullback move.  The weekly PMO keeps rising and continues showing the strength of 
the intermediate-term rally. The top of sub-wave 3 top could be near 2572.30 minimum and 
2658 maximum. Such calculations are easily disturbed by external events, but right now there 
is no reason to say those targets will not be reached. 
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S&P500 Short term:
Trend: up; sentiment: bullish; trade strategy: buy on dips

The short-term momentum strength  moved to  neutral last week. The SP500, index and ES, 
was consolidating at a high level. It made new highs with low volume. This could be a sign 
that the rally is becoming exhausted. This week is the expiration of the major October options. 
Usually at such times the price should make new highs before reversing, even though the 
market has an extremely overbought condition. 

But fund managers are in mid-month re-balancing this week, and the price could move quickly 
in both directions. Traders should watch price moves early in the week. If price goes down in 
the first three days, usually it will bounce in the last two days. If price goes sideways in the 
first three days, a thrust up and reversal down should be expected in the following days, 
perhaps after October option expiration. 2519.50 was the September high, and it has not been 
retested yet. This will become the first major support this week.  Upside moves will continue to
be slow; 2575 could be our maximum high for this week. 

Weekly Option 

2595 2017/10/18 2595 2017/10/20

Meanline 2555 2550

2500 2017/10/18 2500 2017/10/20
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2. Oil ($WTIC, CL) 

Long term trend:
Trend direction: flat; Trade strategy: Sell

Intermediate term
Trend direction: up and bullish; Trade strategy: buy

For the long term, Oil is making a long-term consolidation move. The broad range will be 
$55 to $42.  Even though the 20-month EMA line doesn't cross above the 40-month EMA and 
so continues a “SELL” sign, the fast EMA line (10) is attempting to cross above the 20-month 
EMA to give a short-term bullish outlook.  The Monthly PMO indicator still has lots of room 
to rise up before it reaches overbought territory. The Slow STO indicator turns up. The long-
term consolidation range from $55 to $43 remains intact. 

In the intermediate term, Oil broke above a 10-month-long declining tops line last month 
(dotted red line) and the price has been holding up well.  The weekly PMO indicator still has a 
buy signal, and the slow STO indicator moved away from overbought condition a little last 
week. The broken declining tops line is a key level. As long as the price stays above it, the 
medium trend is up and the $52.86 area should be retested again to complete its bullish 
symmetrical pattern at the $54.50 area. 
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Oil short term
Trend direction: Up and bullish; Trade strategy: Buy

Last Friday oil bounced from the 20-day EMA line and closed at the high level of the week.  
The daily PMO indicator stopped declining and turned up on Friday, but didn't give a BUY 
signal yet.  External events are  likely driving the price. Last week Saudi Arabia cut oil exports 
and this week the oil futures roll over to the next contract. 

Oil can go either way this week. It could continue to rise to reach the intermediate-term upside 
target or pull back to discourage buyers from rolling over into the next month's contract. The 
area to watch is the $50.50-$49.50 range. If there is a pull back it should stop there and that is 
where bargain-hunters are likely to show up.  Even if oil does pull back this week, it will not 
hurt the intermediate-term uptrend. 
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3. GOLD (GC, GLD)

Long term
Trend direction: Up and slightly bullish; Trade strategy: Buy

Intermediate term
Trend direction up and bullish; Trade strategy: buy

For the long term the momentum trend has a new very early buy signal given last week. But 
the price still had some trouble with the long-term resistance line. 

For the intermediate term GOLD resumed its rally from above its broken long-term 
declining tops line (dotted red line). Both weekly PMO and slow STO indicators turned up and 
gave out some bullish outlook. The weekly chart shows the internal strength increasing. GOLD
could move back last month's low if it can manage to hold up to 1260-75 zone. 
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Gold short term
Trend direction up and bullish; Trade strategy: buy

GOLD broke back above the horizontal resistance line last Friday, as well as the downtrend 
line from the September top (dotted red line). The daily PMO indicator turns up and the daily 
STO indicator is in neutral territory.  The chart looks bullish. But I don't know yet if Friday's 
rally was the result of the massive rally in Bit coin. Because lots of buyers missed the Bitcoin 
rally some may have turned to GOLD instead. The Bitcoin rally and the possibility of war with
North Korea could temporarily help hold the price of GOLD up, but threats of war seem to be 
losing their ability to move the market. $1285 is the first major support for this week. As long 
as this line holds up, buyers will show up. 
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WEEKLY ECONOMIC REPORTS
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